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Item 2.02     Results of Operations and Financial Condition.

On February 5, 2009, the Company issued a press release announcing its financial results for the quarter ended December 31, 2008.  The full text of the press release is
furnished as Exhibit 99.1 to this Current Report on Form 8-K and incorporated by reference into this Item 2.02.

On February 5, 2009, the Company held a conference call with respect to these financial results. The conference call was open to the public. The transcript and slide
presentation that accompanied the call are furnished as Exhibit 99.2 to this Current Report on Form 8-K and incorporated by reference into this Item 2.02.

Item 9.01     Financial Statements and Exhibits.

         (d)        Exhibits. The following exhibits are being furnished pursuant to Item 2.02 above.

Exhibit No. Description
 

99.1 Press release dated February 5, 2009
99.2 Conference call transcript and slide presentation for Earnings Call – February 5, 2009
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Exhibit 99.1

MAXIMUS Reports First Quarter Results

Revenue of $180.1 million and Diluted EPS of $0.67; Company Reiterates Fiscal 2009 Earnings Outlook
RESTON, Va.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--February 5, 2009--MAXIMUS (NYSE:MMS), a leading provider of government services, today reported results for its fiscal 2009 first quarter ended December 31,
2008.

Recent highlights include:

First quarter revenue increase of 5% on a constant currency basis to $180.1 million, compared to the same period last year,

Increase in net income of 13% to $12.0 million, or $0.67 per diluted share,

Cash at December 31, 2008 of $61.5 million,

Declared increase in the Company’s quarterly cash dividend to $0.12 per share,

Improved Days Sales Outstanding to 67 days at December 31, 2008,

New sales awards of $208 million and total pipeline of $1.7 billion at February 3, and

Notification of a new award for the administration of Medicaid enrollment for Pennsylvania valued at $37.5 million over 60 months, and the recent signing of a five-year, $54.9 million contract with
the New York City Department of Education for special education case management services.

Revenue for the first quarter increased to $180.1 million compared to $177.1 million reported for the same period last year. On a constant currency basis, total revenue increased 5%, and Operations Segment
revenue increased 11% compared to last year. Nearly all revenue growth in the quarter was organic. Net income increased 13% to $12.0 million compared to $10.6 million reported for the first quarter of fiscal
2008. Diluted earnings per share increased to $0.67 compared to $0.51 reported for the same period last year and reflect the Company’s ongoing share repurchase program.

“We are pleased with the results this quarter and excited about our future opportunities. Our narrowed focus on our core health and human services offerings has positioned MAXIMUS well to grow and
provide new and expanding work, including today’s announced award for the administration of Medicaid enrollment services for Pennsylvania,” commented Richard Montoni, Chief Executive Officer of
MAXIMUS. “While MAXIMUS is not completely immune to the current economic climate, we believe we are presented with a unique set of opportunities to partner with government clients as they face
increasing demand for their vital safety-net programs such as Medicaid and SCHIP. Enrollments in key support areas that we administer continue to rise, and we are closely tracking emerging opportunities
anticipated through the reauthorization and expansion of SCHIP and the anticipated passage of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. The signing of the SCHIP bill by President Obama last evening
represents a significant milestone that confirms the substance of this opportunity. We expect that this new legislation will provide underfunded states with significant program support. We anticipate any
material contribution from the potential increase in program funding to occur in fiscal 2010. Therefore, we are reiterating our previous earnings outlook for fiscal 2009 which includes only a modest benefit in
the latter part of the year from these initiatives.”



Operations Segment

Operations Segment revenue accounted for 87% of total Company revenue in the first quarter and increased 6% to $156.3 million compared to $146.8 million reported for the first quarter of fiscal 2008. On a
constant currency basis, Operations Segment revenue increased 11% compared to the same period last year. Top-line growth in the Segment’s domestic business offset currency impact from international
operations. Operations Segment operating income for the first quarter grew 20% to $21.3 million, compared to $17.8 million reported for the first quarter of last year. The Segment’s growth in revenue and
operating income was driven by the solid performance of the Company’s health and federal operations.

Consulting Segment

For the first quarter, Consulting Segment revenue was $23.8 million, or 13% of total Company revenue. The Segment posted a quarterly operating loss of $1.5 million resulting from a $2.5 million charge due
to cost increases on a legacy fixed-price ERP contract. The Company expects improvement in Segment performance beginning in its fiscal second quarter, fueled by revenue and profit associated with new
work. This includes the New York City Department of Education contract, which will contain approximately $5 million in non-recurring pass-through revenue in the second quarter.

Sales and Pipeline

Year-to-date signed contract wins at January 30, 2009, totaled $208 million, compared to $311 million reported last year. New contracts pending at February 3, 2009, (awarded but unsigned) totaled $135
million compared to $264 million reported last year. In the first quarter of fiscal 2008, new sales and new contracts pending benefited from two large contracts. Sales opportunities (pipeline) at February 3,
2009, totaled $1.7 billion (consisting of $582 million in proposals pending, $327 million in proposals in preparation, and $761 million in proposals tracking) compared to $1.0 billion the prior year.

Balance Sheet and Cash Flows

At December 31, 2008, cash totaled $61.5 million. This does not include a $13.0 million insurance reimbursement that the Company expects to receive in its second quarter related to the previously announced
arbitration settlement. As part of the settlement, MAXIMUS paid $40 million in cash in its fiscal first quarter. As a result, MAXIMUS used cash from continuing operations of $21.2 million and recorded
negative free cash flow of $25.3 million in the first quarter. Normalizing continuing operations cash flow to exclude the $40 million cash settlement paid in the first quarter results in pro forma cash flow from
operations of $18.8 million and pro forma free cash flow from continuing operations of $14.7 million. In the first quarter, Days Sales Outstanding (DSO) improved to 67 days at December 31, 2008. During
the quarter, MAXIMUS purchased 740,490 shares of MAXIMUS common stock for $23.2 million under its ongoing share repurchase program and at December 31, MAXIMUS had approximately $59.5
million available under this program. On November 30, 2008, MAXIMUS paid a quarterly cash dividend of $0.10 per share, and on December 17, 2008, the Company declared an increase in its quarterly cash
dividend to $0.12 per share which is payable on February 27, 2009.



Outlook

The Company is reiterating its fiscal 2009 earnings forecast of $3.00 to $3.15 per diluted share. As a result of timing on contracts, including the start of a large rebid contract which began January 1, the
Company expects its fiscal 2009 second quarter earnings to decline slightly from its first fiscal quarter, with a return to earnings growth in both operating segments in the second half of the year driven by new
work and seasonality. For the full fiscal year, MAXIMUS now expects to be at the lower end of its revenue range of $750 million to $775 million as a result of project delays which may be offset by a modest
contribution in the latter half of fiscal 2009 from new federal legislation.

Website Presentation, Conference Call and Webcast Information

MAXIMUS will host a conference call this morning, February 5, 2009, at 9:00 a.m. (ET). The Company has also posted a presentation on its website, under the Investor Relations page, for analysts to follow
along with during the conference call.

The call is open to the public and can be accessed under the Investor Relations page of the Company’s website at www.maximus.com or by calling:

877.407.8289 (Domestic)/201.689.8341 (International)

A replay will be available through February 13, 2009. Callers can access the replay by calling: 877.660.6853 (Domestic)/201.612.7415 (International)

Replay account number: 316
Replay conference ID number: 311570

MAXIMUS is a leading provider of government services and is devoted to providing health and human services program management and consulting services to its clients. The Company has more than 6,000
employees located in more than 220 offices in the United States, Canada and Australia. Additionally, MAXIMUS is included in the Russell 2000 Index and the S&P SmallCap 600 Index.

Statements that are not historical facts, including statements about the Company's confidence and strategies and the Company's expectations about revenues, results of operations, profitability, future
contracts, market opportunities, market demand or acceptance of the Company's products are forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. These uncertainties could cause the Company's
actual results to differ materially from those indicated by such forward-looking statements and include reliance on government clients; risks associated with government contracting; risks involved in
managing government projects; legislative changes and political developments; opposition from government unions; challenges resulting from growth; adverse publicity; and legal, economic, and other risks
detailed in Exhibit 99.1 to the Company's most recent Quarterly Report filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission, found on www.maximus.com.



Non-GAAP Financial Information

This press release includes certain non-GAAP financial information as defined by Securities and Exchange Commission Regulation G. Pursuant to the requirements of this regulation, reconciliations of this
non-GAAP financial information to MAXIMUS financial statements as prepared under generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) are included in this press release. MAXIMUS management believes
providing investors with this information gives additional insights into MAXIMUS results of operations. While MAXIMUS management believes that these non-GAAP financial measures are useful in
evaluating MAXIMUS operations, this information should be considered as supplemental in nature and not as a substitute for the related financial information prepared in accordance with GAAP.



 
MAXIMUS, Inc.

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
(Dollars in thousands)

September 30, December 31,
2008 2008

 (unaudited)
ASSETS

Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents $ 119,605 $ 61,461
Restricted cash 2,736 2,543
Accounts receivable — billed, net of reserves of $5,512 and $4,828 128,819 101,876
Accounts receivable — unbilled 30,695 28,180
Current portion of note receivable 746 759
Income taxes receivable — 9,469
Deferred income taxes 21,901 17,574
Due from insurance carrier 12,500 12,986
Prepaid expenses and other current assets 7,892 11,370
Current assets of discontinued operations 193 192
Total current assets 325,087 246,410

 
Property and equipment, at cost 81,232 81,498

Less accumulated depreciation and amortization (47,238) (48,106)
Property and equipment, net 33,994 33,392

Capitalized software 19,979 20,521
Less accumulated amortization (5,854) (6,159)
Capitalized software, net 14,125 14,362

Deferred contract costs, net 5,324 6,384
Goodwill 60,659 58,976
Intangible assets, net 3,699 2,832
Note receivable, less current portion 1,337 1,036
Deferred income taxes 10,933 3,217
Other assets, net 3,788 3,459

Total assets $ 458,946 $ 370,068
 

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
Current liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 48,950 $ 36,799
Accrued compensation and benefits 26,684 22,681
Current portion of deferred revenue 19,676 21,441
Current portion of income taxes payable 12,662 —
Current portion of capital lease obligations 417 —
Other accrued liabilities 53,891 19,068
Current liabilities of discontinued operations 11,028 5,134
Total current liabilities 173,308 105,123

Deferred revenue, less current portion 8,315 6,861
Income taxes payable, less current portion 1,617 1,668

Total liabilities 183,240 113,652
 

Shareholders’ equity:
Common stock, no par value; 60,000,000 shares authorized; 18,302,368 and 17,586,834 shares issued and outstanding at September 30, 2008 and December 31, 2008, at
stated amount, respectively 328,323 330,834
Treasury stock, at cost; 8,635,130 and 9,375,620 shares at September 30, 2008 and December 31, 2008, respectively (289,103) (312,338)

Accumulated other comprehensive income 5,536 (1,139)
Retained earnings 230,950 239,059

Total shareholders’ equity 275,706 256,416
Total liabilities and shareholders’ equity $ 458,946 $ 370,068



 
MAXIMUS, Inc.

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS
(Dollars in thousands, except per share data)

(Unaudited)
 

Three Months
Ended December 31,

2007 2008
Revenue $ 177,089 $ 180,092
Cost of revenue 130,805 132,945

Gross profit 46,284 47,147
Selling, general and administrative expenses 27,038 27,338

Operating income from continuing operations 19,246 19,809
Interest and other income, net 1,501 94

Income from continuing operations before income taxes 20,747 19,903
Provision for income taxes 8,479 7,862

Income from continuing operations 12,268 12,041
 

Discontinued operations, net of income taxes:
Loss from discontinued operations (1,663) (73)
Loss on disposal — (5)
Loss from discontinued operations (1,663) (78)

 
Net income $ 10,605 $ 11,963

 
Basic earnings (loss) per share (Note 6):

Income from continuing operations $ 0.60 $ 0.68
Loss from discontinued operations  (0.08)  (0.01)
Basic earnings per share $ 0.52 $ 0.67

 
Diluted earnings (loss) per share (Note 6):

Income from continuing operations $ 0.59 $ 0.67
Loss from discontinued operations  (0.08)  —
Diluted earnings per share $ 0.51 $ 0.67

 
Dividends paid per share $ 0.10 $ 0.10

 
Weighted average shares outstanding:

Basic 20,506 17,802
Diluted 20,854 17,956



 
MAXIMUS, Inc.

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
(Dollars in thousands)

(Unaudited)
 

Three Months
Ended December 31,

2007 2008
Cash flows from operating activities:

Net income $ 10,605 $ 11,963
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided by operating activities:
Loss from discontinued operations 1,663 78
Depreciation 2,681 2,009
Amortization 719 737
Deferred income taxes 4,195 12,043
Deferred interest income on note receivable — 107
Non-cash equity based compensation 3,386 1,866

 
Change in assets and liabilities:
Accounts receivable – billed 10,822 25,930
Accounts receivable – unbilled (8,078) 1,901
Prepaid expenses and other current assets 1,362 (3,819)
Deferred contract costs 404 (1,236)
Other assets 104 (899)
Accounts payable (1,608) (11,071)
Accrued compensation and benefits (2,879) (3,701)
Deferred revenue (1,628) 1,698
Income taxes (3,141) (21,959)
Other liabilities (530) (36,852)

Cash provided by (used in) operating activities – continuing operations 18,077 (21,205)
Cash provided by (used in) operating activities – discontinued operations 2,712 (5,972)
Cash provided by (used in) operating activities 20,789 (27,177)

 
Cash flows from investing activities:

Decrease in note receivable — 182
Purchases of property and equipment (2,381) (2,425)
Capitalized software costs (920) (1,717)
(Increase) decrease in marketable securities 126,160 —

Cash provided by (used in) investing activities – continuing operations 122,859 (3,960)
Cash provided by (used in) investing activities – discontinued operations (782) —
Cash provided by (used in) investing activities 122,077 (3,960)

 
Cash flows from financing activities:

Employee stock transactions 1,655 593
Repurchases of common stock (150,388) (22,431)
Payments on capital lease obligations (401) (417)
Tax benefit due to option exercises and restricted stock units vesting 297 53
Cash dividends paid (2,222) (1,765)

Cash used in financing activities – continuing operations (151,059) (23,967)
Cash used in financing activities – discontinued operations — — 
Cash used in financing activities (151,059) (23,967)

 
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents — (3,040)

 
Net decrease in cash and cash equivalents (8,193) (58,144)

 
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of period 70,472 119,605

 
Cash and cash equivalents, end of period $ 62,279 $ 61,461



 
MAXIMUS, Inc.

Segment Information
(Dollars in thousands)

(Unaudited)
 
The following table provides certain financial information for each of the Company’s business segments:

 
Three Months Ended December 31,

2008 % (1)  2009 % (1)

 
Revenue:

Operations $ 146,807 100% $ 156,338 100 %
Consulting 30,282 100% 23,754 100 %

Total 177,089 100% 180,092 100 %
 

Gross Profit:
Operations 35,557 24.2% 41,469 26.5 %
Consulting 10,727 35.4% 5,678 23.9 %

Total 46,284 26.1% 47,147 26.2 %
 

Selling, general, and administrative expense:
Operations 17,731 12.1% 20,123 12.9 %
Consulting 8,948 29.5% 7,140 30.1 %
Corporate/Other 359 NM(2) 75 NM (2)

Total 27,038 15.3% 27,338 15.2 %
 

Operating income (loss) from continuing operations:
Operations 17,826 12.1% 21,346 13.7 %
Consulting 1,779 5.9% (1,462) (6.2) %
Consolidating adjustments (359) NM(2) (75) NM (2)

Total $ 19,246 10.9% $ 19,809 11.0 %

(1) % of respective segment revenue

(2) Not meaningful



 
MAXIMUS, Inc.

Supplemental Pro Forma Earnings per Diluted share from Continuing Operations
Fiscal Year 2008 and First Quarter Fiscal Year 2009

      
Q1 08  Q2 08  Q3 08  Q4 08  Total FY 08  Q1 09

Diluted earnings per share from continuing operations-
GAAP basis $ 0.59  $ 0.72 $ 0.92   ($0.80)  $ 1.43  $ 0.67

 
Pro forma adjustments:

Legal and settlement charges - 0.03 0.02 1.23 1.28 -
Gain on sale of building - - (0.13) - (0.13) -
Pre-ASR interest income (0.03) - - - (0.03) -
Non-cash goodwill impairment charge - - - 0.25 0.25 -
Severance  -    -   -    0.03   0.03   -

Subtotal pro forma adjustments  ($0.03)  $ 0.03  ($0.11)  $ 1.51  $ 1.40   -
           

Pro forma diluted earnings per share from continuing operations $ 0.56  $ 0.75 $ 0.81  $ 0.71  $ 2.83  $ 0.67

CONTACT:
MAXIMUS
Lisa Miles
Investor Relations
703-251-8637



Exhibit 99.2

FINAL TRANSCRIPT
Thomson StreetEvents(SM)

MMS - Q1 2009 MAXIMUS, Inc. Earnings Conference Call

Event Date/Time: Feb. 05. 2009 / 9:00AM ET



C O R P O R A T E   P A R T I C I P A N T S

Lisa Miles
MAXIMUS, Inc. - VP of IR

David Walker
MAXIMUS, Inc. - CFO

Rich Montoni
MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

Bruce Caswell
MAXIMUS, Inc. - Pres of Health Services

C O N F E R E N C E   C A L L   P A R T I C I P A N T S

Charlie Strauzer
CJS Securities - Analyst

Adam
KeyBanc - Analyst

Steve Fordham (ph)
UBS - Analyst

George Price
Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

Richard Glass
Morgan Stanley - Analyst

P R E S E N T A T I O N

Operator

Ladies and gentlemen welcome to the MAXIMUS first quarter conference earnings call. (Operator Instructions) At this time I would like to turn the call over to Lisa Miles, Vice President of Investor Relations.

Lisa Miles - MAXIMUS, Inc. - VP of IR

Good morning. Thank you for joining us on the MAXIMUS first quarter earnings conference call. I'd like to point out that we've posted a presentation to our website under the Investor Relations page to assist
you in following along with today's call. With me today is Rich Montoni, Chief Executive Officer, and David Walker, Chief Financial Officer. Following Rich's prepared comments we will open the call up for
Q&A.

Before we begin I would like to remind everyone that a number of statements being made today will be forward-looking in nature. Please remember that such statements are only predictions and actual events
or results may differ materially as results of risks we face including those discussed in Exhibit 99.1 of our SEC filings. We encourage you to review the summary of these risks in our most recent 10K filed with
the SEC. The does not assume any obligation to revise or update these forward-looking statements to reflect subsequent events or circumstances.

With that I'll turn the call over to Dave.
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David Walker - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CFO

Thank you Lisa. Good morning and thanks for joining us.

This morning MAXIMUS reported EPS results that were in line with our expectations and slightly ahead of consensus estimates. For the first quarter, MAXIMUS reported diluted earnings per share of $0.67
compared to $0.51 reported for the same period last year.

Revenue for the period totaled $180.1 million. On a cost and currency basis, the top line grew 5% driven by the Operations Segment which grew 11% and offset attrition from the business. Compared to the
same period last year net income grew 13% to $12 million and was driven by continued growth in the Operations Segment.

The current economic environment has bolstered the US dollar which reduces the relative earnings of our international businesses when translated into US dollars. As we discussed on our last earnings call, our
ongoing share repurchase program helps to neutralize the impact of the strengthening dollar on our earnings. All in all, it was a clean solid quarter that was in line with our expectation.

Let's turn our attention to segment level results. The Operations Segment now comprises 87% of total Company revenue and provides long-term visibility and predictability with a steady stream of recurring
revenue. First quarter revenue for the Operations Segment increased 6% to $156.3 million compared to first quarter 2008 and 11% on a constant currency basis. As a reminder all of our foreign operations are
housed in the Operations Segment. As we've emphasized before, top-line growth from the Segment continues to be fueled by new and expanded work primarily in our health and federal business lines.

In the first quarter, growth in our domestic business helped balance the currency impacts from our international operations. For the Operations Segment, first quarter operating income grew 20% and totaled
$21.3 million with margins coming in at expected levels of 13.7%.

In the second quarter we expect to experience a temporary dip in Segment operating income and margin with a return to higher margin levels in Q3. The dip in Q2 is principally related to project timing and
refresh of a large contract, a project we successfully rebid last year. January 1 marks the start of this contract and the margin fluctuation is a result of the transition to the new contract and the associated
investment in the technology refresh. The operation segment also experiences a seasonal uptick in the second half of the year most notably in our tax credit business. Despite the fluctuation in Q2 on a full year
basis we continue to expect that the Operations Segment will still be able to deliver margins toward the higher end of our 10% to 15% range.

Moving on to the Consulting Segment, this segment represented 13% of total Company revenue, with revenue totaling $23.8 million for the first quarter of 2009. The Segment posted an operating loss in the
quarter of $1.5 million. While this was sequential improvement over the fourth quarter of fiscal year '08, the loss in the quarter in principally due to a $2.5 million project charge due to cost growth on a legacy
fixed-price ERP contract.

Beginning in the second quarter we do expect improvement in the Consulting Segment driven most notably from new work including a new contract award with the New York City Department of Education.
We did have a delayed start on this project which shifted contribution to the right, but the project is expected to provide a meaningful revenue and profit stream that will extend well beyond fiscal 2009. We
will begin working revenue on this new project in the second quarter and at that time, we also expect to record an additional $5 million in non-recurring passthrough revenue.

Let's turn our attention to total Company margins. For the first quarter, we achieved total Company operating margins of 11%. This was driven by the solid margin from our Operations Segment of 14% which
was tempered by the loss in the Consulting Segment. While it's not unusual to see market fluctuations quarter to quarter, we still maintain that the Business can continue to run at or above a 10% operating
margin over the long term.
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Moving on to balance flow and cash items. In December, MAXIMUS paid approximately $40 million in cash to settle its outstanding arbitration. As part of the settlement, MAXIMUS will receive an insurance
reimbursement of $13 million in the second quarter. For the first quarter, MAXIMUS used cash from operating activity related to continuing operations of $21.2 million. Normalizing continuing operations
cash flow for the $40 million cash settlement paid in the quarter results in cash flow from Operations of $18.8 million and free cash flow from continuing operations of $14.7 million.

With a continued focus on receivables management, DSOs improved to 67 days in the first quarter. While there will be fluctuations due to timing, overall, we expect DSOs could range between 65 to 80 days.
Management remains committed to its ongoing cash deployment strategies, including our share repurchase program and cash dividends.

During the first quarter, we repurchased 740,490 shares of MAXIMUS common stock for approximately $23.2 million. At December 31st, 2008, MAXIMUS had $59.5 million available under its Board
authorized program. Also during the quarter, we declared an increase of our quarterly cash dividend from $0.10 to $0.12 per share beginning in February. We ended the first quarter with cash, totaling $61.5
million at December 31st, 2008. We also have available a line of credit of $24.6 million, providing the Company strong liquidity and flexibility in this demanding market.

Before I turn the call over to Rich, I'll wrap up with guidance. Based on what we see today, we remain on track to meet the expectations that we laid out at the onset of the fiscal year. While MAXIMUS is
reasonably insulated given the current environment we have experienced some immaterial work delays due in part to the state's consternation in dealing with the current fiscal challenges.

This has resulted in some revenue getting pushed to the right. However, we believe these fiscal challenges could be offset by some modest benefits that the Obama initiatives could provide in the latter part of
the fiscal year. At this time, the majority of the potential benefits from any new legislation will be longer term in nature and are not expected to have a material impact till fiscal year 2010 and beyond.

As a result we are maintaining our full year revenue guidance but expect it to be towards the lower end of the $750 million to $775 million range. We are also reiterating our earnings guidance of $3 to $3.15
per diluted share. We expect that second quarter earnings will be slightly down compared to our first quarter. We anticipate a return to earnings growth in both Segments in the second half of the year driven by
new work and seasonality.

The larger element of improvement will be from seasonality in our tax credit business, a seasonal factor we have experienced annually in the past. We also maintain our cash flow guidance which we revised
when we announced the arbitration settlement. Cash flow from continuing operations for the full year is expected to be $35 million to $45 million with free cash flow of $15 million to $25 million.

Thank you for your time this morning. Now I'll turn the call over to Rich.

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

Good morning, everyone. I'm pleased to be here with you today to discuss our solid performance in the first quarter.

In summary, we delivered steady performance in the past quarter and we are ready to deal with the substantial opportunities ahead despite the economic challenges out there. Dave has already covered the
quarter's financial results in detail, and I will focus my comments today on what is in stored for MAXIMUS going forward.

We are operating in a time of fast moving market dynamics that surely will impact our prospects and performance over the next several quarters and years. And I believe that impact will be very positive for
MAXIMUS.
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Our business today stands well positioned to benefit in the long run from greater demand for our services due to the economic slowdown and new legislation that calls for expansion of existing programs. This
includes increased funding through the proposed $800 billion plus stimulus plan as well as increased SCHIP funding of $32.8 billion in new spending over the next 4.5 years. The anticipated American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act and the reauthorization of SCHIP both encompass many of the benefit programs in which we operate, in fact, in offerings where MAXIMUS is the market leader.

The stimulus package is expected to deliver much needed relief to states. The Bipartisan National Governor's Association in a statement issued last week urged congress to pass the bill quickly. The National
Governor's Association statement noted that with anticipated budget shortfalls governor's support several key elements of the bill critical to the states including increased federal support for Medicaid.

So it's clear that many states are anxiously awaiting the opportunity to put these federal dollars to work. As you know most states cannot operate at a deficit and the stimulus package would help states deal
with the deficit challenges.

These legislative developments will play a significant role in shaping the marketplace for our services over the next several years. The social wins are clearly moving in the direction of increasing the number
of people covered under government run benefit programs. In order for states to receive funds, the legislation must be passed in corresponding federal regulatory and state legislative processes must be
completed. Once the legislation is passed, we expect that it will begin to benefit MAXIMUS perhaps somewhat in the tail end of fiscal 2009 but materially so in fiscal 2010 and beyond.

As with any government funding the expected leg of funds over the next few quarters simply reflects the process of completing legislation followed by the allocation of funds down to the states in the alliable
agencies. In addition, as you may know, state administered programs such as SCHIP requires state legislative action to increase funding levels while administering agencies must negotiate for amend
agreements with health plans. So in relation to our business and expected future benefit, it is important to remember that once legislation passes, the flow of funding is not immediate.

That said, there are several areas where the new legislation could translate into new long term opportunities for MAXIMUS most notably in health services where we will see a direct benefit from rising
Medicaid and SCHIP enrollments in the states where we operate. According to the Georgetown University Health Policy Institute, the reauthorization bill increases funding by $32.8 billion taking it to about
$69 billion over the next 4.5 years. The major goal of the increased spending is to allow states to expand eligibility to include families with incomes up to 300% of the federal poverty level. This is up from the
current levels which vary state by state.

SCHIP reauthorization also calls for $100 million for increased outreach, including marketing, advertising, and translation services to spur enrollment of those eligible. The reauthorization also includes
provisions for the removal of waiting periods for determining eligibility related to immigration. The goal and expectation of reauthorization is to grow enrollment from seven million kids to 11 million over the
next five years as a result of these changes. We believe the reauthorization of SCHIP will result in a substantial increase in enrollments in the programs we currently operate over the longer term. We expect
that this will likely translate into a meaningful growth in 2010 and beyond as the program expands over the next five years.

And, thanks to our hard work and continued technological improvements we are well positioned to meet future increasing demand. In the past two years we have realigned staff, disposed of underperforming
or non-strategic assets, resolved legacy issues, increased efficiencies and fundamentally changed our approach to new business with an emphasis on profitable growth with clear scope in defined performance
milestones.

We have transformed the business to focus on our core Health and Human Services program administration capabilities. We believe this provides us with a competitive leg up as we are the leading pure plate
provider for the administration of Medicaid and SCHIP enrollment and eligibility services. Today there are 28 states and the District of Columbia that presently outsource Medicaid managed care. MAXIMUS
runs the Medicaid enrollment in 13 of those states and commands a 67% market share based on beneficiaries served. This includes the new award in Pennsylvania for the Medicaid Enrollment Assistance
Program that we announced in this morning's press release. We are in the process of completing contract negotiations and hope to have a final signed contract in the coming weeks.
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Across the national market there are 22 states that don't presently procure managed services and this represents approximately 7.3 million beneficiaries. In the area of SCHIP we are only 12 states presently
outsourced, MAXIMUS serves five states with 69% of the market share-based on beneficiaries. 38 states plus the District of Columbia presently perform this function in-house.

Positioned as the market and thought leader in Medicaid and SCHIP managed services, we believe that the opportunity to further penetrate this market is well within our reach. While the movement towards a
public private partnership can move slowly for those states that presently provide services in-house, the opportunity to grow this business has never been greater.

Today our clients are looking for us to help them handle a larger workload while reducing costs and increasing processing efficiencies. We are well equipped to do that and we are always willing to work with
our clients to ensure long term positive outcomes and expand established relationships.

We spent a lot of time today talking about the prospects for our health and human services operations but I also wanted to comment on the recent performance of our Consulting Segment and how we view this
business strategically. Performance in the Segment was soft in the quarter but we expect improvement going forward as a result of our focus to optimize the business and new contracts like our recently
announced signing of a $55 million contract with the City of New York for a special education case management solution. New York City joins the Chicago Public School District as one of our marque clients
in this promising area. These strategic wins and our successful execution on them help us establish a leading market position as we pursue new opportunities in this area.

We think it's important to point out that the proposed stimulus package includes an additional funding of approximately $27 billion in the area of special education services. Clients continue to look to us for
consulting services that compliment our BPO offerings, especially in more difficulty times like we are experiencing where the emphasis is on how best to drive cost out. Those states that do not presently use
managed services will look to the private sector for proven solutions to optimize their business models. As part of our effort to transition the business and improve its performance we will also continue to
explore opportunities to reposition the portfolio and we'll take the necessary actions as we've done in other areas of our business to shape Consulting into a profitable compliment to our Operations Segment.

Now turning to our pipeline. At February 3, we had new signed contracts of $208 million and new contracts pending or awarded but unsigned totaling $135 million. At February 3, 2009 our pipeline of new
opportunities remains robust and total $1.7 billion. The components include $582 million in proposals pending, $327 million in proposals and preparation, and lastly $761 million in opportunities we are
tracking and expect to come out in the next six months.

And finally, we remain confident in our earnings outlook in our longer term prospects based on what we know today. We also have reiterated our revenue guidance for the full year towards the low end of our
range and it now includes a modest potential benefit from the pending legislation which could offset approximately $10 million in revenue that has been delayed.

We also continue to maintain the healthy capital position that remains a competitive strength in this market as governments look to partner with well-capitalized companies. Our current cash position coupled
with our available credit line provides us with a comfortable cushion should it be needed. In prior years the Company has faced short-term payment delays from state customers all of which were ultimately
recovered. We believe our liquidity and capital positions are adequate to weather short-term payment delays. This also gives us a competitive advantage over some smaller private players who may not have
sufficient financial resources to navigate a protracted financial downturn.

During the quarter, we removed our last major legacy overhang with the settlement of an outstanding arbitration matter with Accenture. After this payment, we closed the quarter with $61.5 million in cash at
December 31. With a healthy cash position, no debt and expected full year positive cash flows, we are very comfortable with our financial position. That said, our priority remains delivering value to our
shareholders and returning excess cash when possible.
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To conclude, despite the fiscal challenges that states face, demand for social programs that we administer is increasing as the numbers of unemployed and uninsured grow. New federal legislation is expected
to support these programs and in some instances like SCHIP, expand them to increase eligibility and participation over the next five years. And with well over 70% of our revenue coming from federally
funded programs such as Medicaid and SCHIP, we believe we stand to benefit from this shift over the long term.

Our job is to work with our clients to provide high quality execution and maximize efficiencies to ensure a successful public private partnership. I believe we are up to the challenge, and look forward to
leveraging our leading market share and capabilities as we pursue these substantial opportunities.

With that, let's open it up for questions. Operator?

Q U E S T I O N S   A N D   A N S W E R S

Operator

Thank you. (Operator Instructions) Our first question is coming from the line of Charlie Strauzer with CJS Securities. Please go ahead with your question, sir.

Charlie Strauzer - CJS Securities - Analyst

Hi, good morning.

Lisa Miles - MAXIMUS, Inc. - VP of IR

Good morning Charlie, how are you?

Charlie Strauzer - CJS Securities - Analyst

Good, thank you. A couple of quick questions to you Rich. When you look at the SCHIP reauthorization year and you talked about the jump in the eligibility to 300%, you look at California, what is the current
eligibility cap there?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

Bruce Caswell is with us today. Bruce, why don't you see if you can dig that up?

Bruce Caswell - MAXIMUS, Inc. - Pres of Health Services

In California the current federal poverty level -- eligibility limit is 250%. So, that would be a 50% increase for them.
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Charlie Strauzer - CJS Securities - Analyst

Got it, so that would potentially increase your enrollment work there. And remind us again with that kind of a contract, you are paid on volume of enrollees, is that correct?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

I think as a generality, the amount of work that we do is tied linearly to the number of enrollees and the exact pay point will vary from contract to contract but I think that contract is per member, per month.
But that clearly is a reflection of the number of enrollees.

Charlie Strauzer - CJS Securities - Analyst

If you look at the overall revenue for MAXIMUS roughly what percentage is tied to or correlated to enrollment growth, one way or the other?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

I think the way I would look at that Charlie is to say what is our book of business as it relates to enrollment broker and what's our book of business as it relates to SCHIP. And order of magnitude I think our
SCHIP revenue run rate is about $113 million a year and I think we are about a couple hundred million dollars a year in enrollment broker. Those are the two larger service finds that we have.

Charlie Strauzer - CJS Securities - Analyst

Excellent, fair enough. The New York City contract for special ed, how much of that is going to require new training and new expertise to bring on board in terms of new costs versus taking from your core
competencies and being able to translate that into new opportunity?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

I think the majority is by far the latter component. This is not a custom build. This is implementing our existing TIENET software which has an installed base across the country. It's the same software that
we've implemented in the Chicago public school systems and naturally we'll have to interface it with the systems of New York City and we'll have to train the users in New York City on how to use it. But
should not be viewed as a custom build situation.

Charlie Strauzer - CJS Securities - Analyst

Got it. Lastly when you look at the award pipeline for proposals pending, et cetera, are there any potential contracts or [RPs] throughout that that are pending that you think could be delayed or at risk right
now Rich when you look at that?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

Well, we have a number of rebids that are up in the normal course and we are not seeing any movement as it relates to those, that existing work that we do. We are quite busy from a new work perspective and
there are some contracts that I think are being pushed a bit to the right as a result of that, but surprisingly so, less to the right than I would expect in this environment. Net net we still feel -- actually our
proposal folks and new (inaudible) business development folks are very, very busy.
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Charlie Strauzer - CJS Securities - Analyst

Excellent. Thank you very much.

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

Thanks Charlie.

Operator

Our next question will be coming from Anurag Rana with KeyBanc. Go ahead with your question.

Adam - KeyBanc - Analyst

Good morning, everyone. This is Adam in for Anurag. A couple of questions for you. The first is related to the SCHIP reauthorization. Can you discuss some specific spending programs dedicated to
increasing enrollment in the program that would pertain to MAXIMUS, for instance, the $100 million for outreach that you discussed earlier?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

Good morning Adam and welcome to the call. As it relates to the SCHIP spending, our view is that there are some specific provisions in the legislation in the most notably would be the $100 million as it
relates to outreach and outreach is certainly one of our core competencies. We provide this in many of the programs that we administer.

So I think that is just increasing demand and on a case by case basis we'll expand that capacity. It might be as simple as adding new hires to the situation. I really do view the SCHIP situation as increasing
case loads, increasing the number of participants and really just increasing the breadth and depth of our existing offering. So it's really puts us in a position where we don't have to re-invent or invent new
services, new products but rather just expanding existing services and offerings generally.

Adam - KeyBanc - Analyst

Got it. A couple of other questions. One is, in terms of the Medicaid spending slowdown across states do you think this will impact enrollment or just benefits?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

This would be benefits.

Adam - KeyBanc - Analyst

So no impact on enrollment?
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Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

I think it's unfair to say no impact on enrollment. It's such a broad universe out there that you'll get some changes in enrollment, but I think generally the lion's share really is in benefits and that is really the
number one lever that states tend to pull when they need to manage the spend level is the benefits.

Adam - KeyBanc - Analyst

And lastly can you provide an update on universal healthcare programs in terms of any new programs that are underway or being discussed?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

I think that's a great question, and I do think that what we are looking at is really a mosaic of a system that includes many different parts. I think the general trend to cover more people is very much a value of
the new administration. I think the SCHIP is the first step in that direction.

I think the macroeconomic situation plays into it because any universal health solution, and I still think it's going to be resolved on a state by state basis with the federal government as a back drop is going to
be a mosaic of the players and how they participate -- the providers, the payors not only including government as a main payor, but also corporations and their participation as well as individuals and their
sacrifice.

And I do think that as we move forward -- it is today an employer based model. I think all expect that we're going to preserve that employer based model and I think we're going to see incremental growth in
terms of the public programs themselves.

Adam - KeyBanc - Analyst

Thanks very much.

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

You are quite welcome.

Operator

(Operator Instructions) Our next question is coming from the line of Jason Kupferberg of UBS. Please go ahead with your question.

Steve Fordham - UBS - Analyst

Hey guys, this is actually Steve Fordham sitting in for Jason. What are some milestones that we can look for to see that MAXIMUS is actually benefiting from the SCHIP installation I guess in the future?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

I think that is a great question, Steve. First of, I keep a close eye on the pipeline statistics that we shared with you, and we just talked about pipeline statistics and the sales pipeline statistic and in particular
$1.7 billion and I think we shared with you the components of that. The first -- the base layer of that which is the opportunities that we track currently at $761 million. As you would expect we are having active
live discussions with our clients in terms of how do they deal with in some cases the mandatory provisions of this new legislation.
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Those are the things that they have to do some of which have a short window and we are also talking to our clients realtime in terms of how do they take advantage of this new legislation and in the spirit of
the new legislation to quickly inject these dollars into the economy.

So I expect what is going to happen is the details in those discussions will continue to increase over the next several months and I would expect that we'll start to see specific increases in our opportunities
tracking, perhaps when we report in March and certainly in June, and then we would expect those would quickly move up the chain and result in new wins and new opportunities. And, also, I'd say in the
margin, we may just see the increasing number of cases result in increasing revenue in our health Operations business.

Steve Fordham - UBS - Analyst

Great. And the other question was should we expect any more charges with the ERP contract in the Consulting Segment or can you guys get us more comfortable that there won't be (inaudible)?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

I think the answer is really somewhere in between. We are comfortable with the provision today. The provision in the last -- in this quarter quite frankly wasn't expected and resulted from an updated situation
with a subcontractor who is not performing to our expectations. So we have to work that situation very very closely. We have tempered a little bit in our forecast and expectations, so we can absorb a
reasonable amount but it's something that we are watching very very closely so I can't give you absolute assurance.

Steve Fordham - UBS - Analyst

Okay. That's it. Thanks.

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

Thank you.

Operator

Our next question is coming from the line of George Price from Stifel Nicolaus.

George Price - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

Good morning guys. Nice job.

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

Thanks, George.
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George Price - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

A couple of things to follow up. The EPS down quarter-over-quarter this coming quarter, so that sounds primarily due to a ramp-up expenses with the new contract. Is there anything in terms of timing issues
or other impacts or is that primarily attributable to ramp-up cost?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

That is the number one driver. We have lots of -- obviously lots of moving parts underneath it but that is the number one driver as it relates to the second quarter, George.

George Price - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

Okay. And what was the large rebid that started in January?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

That was our HCO contract.

George Price - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

Okay.

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

California HCO contract. One other point as it relates to the seasonality of the business we intend to focus our thoughts as it relates to the full year. And we are still focused $3 to $3.15 for the full year.

And when we look at the first half of the year as compared to what we think is going to happen in the second half of the year, there is over a $0.40 improvement in the second half of the year as with you
probably calculated George and the one thing that you need to keep in mind is the biggest driver to that -- and I think there three main drivers -- but the largest driver is the seasonality in our tax credit business.
That's well over a third of it, and in years past on a recurrent basis the way that business is structured we don't have a pay point until our corporate clients get to take the tax credit on their corporate tax return
when the corporate tax return is filed. And most corporations having a December 31 year end file their corporate taxes in the quarter ended June 30 or some will extend and file them in the quarter ended
September 30.

So that business is very profitable in the June and September quarter, the second half of our year and it losses money in the first half of the year and the order of magnitude of the swing of that business alone
accounts for more than one third of the seasonality or the first half verse second half comparison. The other two drivers -- the education services business is the second largest second half over first half, and
that's really facilitated by the New York contract win that was signed such that it's a revenue producing and profit producing situation starting in

George Price - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

To New York?
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Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

To New York. That really helps education services . And then we've continued to experience growth and new work -- steady growth in our health ops business. So when we ran out the new work we have, it
shows improvement -- continued steady

improvement in the second half of the

George Price - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

Following up on that and which I appreciate that level of detail there. Just following up on that last point, so basically you are giving them some incentive in the early part of the year. You are starting to realize
through implementation and efficiency and so forth, a profit -- things improve for you as you go through the second half of the year. Is that something that -- confirm that I understand that correctly -- and is
that something that you are seeing given the environment, you are seeing a lot more in terms of when states come to you or cities come to you?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

Well, my thoughts are, I've got two data points. I'll share with you one.

A couple of years ago when we started down this path, we've got a great team and we've got a great starting point, but they've really been very productive and effective in building new business and that
started a couple of years ago. So, even the wins last year start to cycle such that we have a full year in '09 and some of it in '08, it was a partial year. We've continued to have good wins in our health
Operations business, even this year, most notably this Pennsylvania win -- the enrollment broker work there -- that is scheduled to start up April 1. So that launches and that is a nice year-over-year even
second half over first half growth type situation.

So a lot of the selling a couple of years ago. We continue to see increasing demand.

The second thought is now what happens on top of this is the increase in case loads that result from these folks losing their jobs and having to seek Medicaid assistance. We'll keep our eye open it terms of
what happens with this COBRA requirement and how that fits into our business, but I do think the storm clouds from the macro environment are actually increasing the amount of work that we have to do and
that facilitates it as well.

George Price - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

Just to be clear, let me re-ask the question. Maybe I misunderstood. But are more of the new opportunities that are coming out that you are looking at -- is there any trend toward clients basically trying to pull
benefits out of you up front beyond normal given their fiscal situation?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

I'm sorry. Basically the deal structure --

George Price - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

It sounds like that's what you are talking about with New York and correct me if I'm wrong, but I wanted to see if that is a trend given the environment.
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Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

No. We are not seeing that trend. We don't have any such concession in New York. So it's a good question, and theoretically you might expect clients to pursue that type of situation but by and large I think the
contracts are structured very much like they've been in the past without upfront concessions.

George Price - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

Last question. Any potential concerns about cash flow timing issues specifically with the couple of states that you do a lot of work for that are having more acute challenges like in California?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

Sure. As you are probably aware California is the one state that said they will have to defer payments otherwise due in February. We have -- and this is all on a state by state basis -- California is the one that
we are aware of having stated this. We have some work in California that we know is not subject to this intention and we have some work that is.

At this point in time, we believe that we will have roughly $4 million otherwise due in February that California plans -- I'm sorry, $6 million -- otherwise due in February that California plans to delay 30 days.
So if they stick to that plan, it shouldn't be an issue come March 31 but you also have to ask the question might they continue with that program or have to defer another 30 days.

Aside from California we have not heard any program like that from any other state, and I think at the end of the day, two points I would make. One is, we feel very comfortable that from a cash position, a
financial position we can absorb this type of situation. But more importantly when we go back over prior recessions and prior years, we've had similar situations including with California. You may recall with
California we even had the issue last June and in all these situations the states have managed to find the money and they've managed to pay their bills.

George Price - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

Sure. I appreciate it. Just from a modeling perspective what we might need to sort of have in the back of our heads. Thank you very much for the time.

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

You bet, thanks George.

Operator

(Operator Instructions) Our next question is coming from the line of Richard Glass with Morgan Stanley. Please go ahead with your question.

Richard Glass - Morgan Stanley - Analyst

Nice quarter.
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Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

Thanks Rich.

Richard Glass - Morgan Stanley - Analyst

Your core Operations business -- I guess everything's core now -- grew 11% in this environment. Sounds like a pretty good number. I was wonder if we can talk about the Consulting business here. If you --
how much drag is that or what is the overall drag on both the top line this year and on the operating income from that Segment once you layer in some of these start up and other things going on in New York?

And following on to that, what should the margin in this business -- meaning the Consulting specifically -- really get to? Because it sounds like 10% is a rather modest number for almost any consulting
business out there, and considering you guys have let the -- or are trying to let -- the unprofitable business leave and are bringing on hopefully better business, why shouldn't that be a higher number as well?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

Rich, I think that is a great question and a couple data points for the folks out there who may not be as focused on the consulting piece at the moment but the Consulting business is a small part of our overall
business, and we knew in plan that it would decrease in revenue size. One of the drivers behind that is we have proactively and for very strategic reasons chosen to exit the RevMax business which historically
has been a very -- in years past it has been a profitable business but the competitive aspects plus the risk aspects of that business -- and most importantly our desire to align MAXIMUS hand and glove with the
federal government as well as the state governments and not be opposed to them given all the opportunities we see has really led us down the path to eliminate that service business that RevMax business.

And where we see the first impact of that where effectively it is going to be closed this December 31. So that's been tempering the revenue, the top line perspective.

Our long-term aspirations for Consulting is that it works very closely with our Operations business to help drive operations excellence and make sure that we have strategic advantage in the outsourcing world
focused on our core health and human services and it's the Consulting business that needs to do that. So we are transforming this Consulting business from -- what it had been with little I'll say connectivity to
our outsourcing business -- to much connectivity.

So we've said in the past this Consulting business is going through a transition and we expect it to turn to start to be reflective this coming March 31. We are starting to see some pings of improvement in
Consulting. This quarter most notably our education services business with this New York contract -- that was critical for it to turn the corner and achieve profitability. And also we have a business in
Consulting which is considered to be one of the premier independent verification and validation functions for MMIS systems -- Medicaid Managed Information Systems -- across the United States which I
think fits very well with our Medicaid business.

So we are in a period of flux here. When we get done with it I agree with you that a consulting business should be much more than a 10% contributor. Frankly I think it should be 15% plus and I could go the
case that it should be a 20% plus business.

I will say at the end of the day the Consulting business is not so much about how big is it from a revenue perspective. It's more important that it really achieves its strategic mission to work with our Operations
to further enhance our leadership position in the health and human services environment. Does that answer your question?
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Richard Glass - Morgan Stanley - Analyst

Mostly but I'll follow up asking basically -- so given your expectations, your guidance for the year -- is that sort of a break-even business this year with it losing some money in the first half and then starting to
make money in the second half?

David Walker - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CFO

Rich, Dave Walker, how are you? Here's directionally what I would say. When we talked about the New York contract moving a bit to the right, it wasn't that we had a lot of startup costs because I've heard
some questions about that.

It just took us a long time to get the contract in place and it moved revenue in the year to the right relative to our total plan which gives us some challenges but it really didn't impact the quarter. The loss in this
quarter was driven by the ERP job.

What we will see next quarter is the revenue will spike because there is a lot of front end passthrough sort of stuff on that education job. But then you'll see in Q3 and 4 with it returning back down to about the
levels it is today.

That being said there's a lot of dynamics. So the education work is back filling a lot of other legacy work and other work that we are exiting. So we are exiting the RevMax business. There are other contracts
that have been clear underperforms and we exited those this quarter.

So we continue to do the things that I think you should sensibly do in a consulting business which is make sure your labor utilization is up, drive out people that just frankly couldn't continue the way they
were as we changed some of our product lines, et cetera. You are not going to see any dramatic shift in terms of the growth this year, and I think growing a consulting business in this economy can be
demanding but you will see a focus on core profitable business that is complimentary to the operation business as we move toward it. So we will move to profitability this year.

Richard Glass - Morgan Stanley - Analyst

All right. Thanks guys.

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

Thank you Rich.

Operator

Our final question is a follow-up from George Price from Stifel Nicolaus.

George Price - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

Thanks guys, I just wanted to follow up on a couple of things. In terms of SG&A, was it on a continuing ops basis was it down year-over-year, David?

David Walker - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CFO

I actually think it was pretty flat.
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George Price - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

Okay.

David Walker - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CFO

It's a -- down a few points but I'd always say on SG&A, when it's good and bad, that we tend to take a lot of operators if you will -- cost of sales people away from contracts -- with a lot of proposal activity. So
it can move that SG&A line around. So overall we do focus on operating continually -- we continue to do that.

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

But as a percentage of revenue it was flat with the comparable quarter last year -- 15%?

George Price - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

Yes. Okay.

David Walker - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CFO

With that said do we manage SG&A very vigorously? You bet. Particularly in this environment.

George Price - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

What kind of work is getting delayed at this point? You mentioned about $10 million in revenue.

David Walker - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CFO

Well, the New York City thing we talked about moved to the right.

George Price - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

Right.

David Walker - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CFO

So we actually had hoped it would start earlier and like any large contract, it just takes a while to negotiate and work through it. No problem there. It just took time. That was the bulk of it.

George Price - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

I'm wondering from a trend perspective, I would imagine it would be the more incremental systems development kind of work.
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Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

I think that is right. As a generality I think all of the capital spend items are under the microscope. I don't think it's fair to say that as a rule they are all being delayed. I think there are isolated situations.

So for example a new ERP system certainly is a discretionary spend item and it might get delayed or pushed to the right. Although I'll tell you I'm surprised at the number of requests for proposals that we
continue to see and haven't been delayed.

David Walker - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CFO

Although, if you look at Consulting -- that net when I gave you the trends with Rich -- we talked about some revenue going down, some revenue going up, this education will drive it up, and some of the ERP
will go down is what I would normally expect in this environment. So it will swing around, but the profitability profiles and the risk profiles are dramatically different between the two lines of work.

George Price - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

And last question. I just kind of wanted to get your views on the stimulus and the federal money. Clearly we have some expansion in SCHIP. But, how would you say we should think about what's happening
in SCHIP -- what is coming out of the stimulus plan for Medicaid and TANF and stuff like that in terms of the timing of it and whether -- when it sort of moves or could move from stemming the bleeding if it
were with what's happening in the state and local fiscal situation to being actually incremental if that makes sense?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

It makes a lot of sense and when you read the bill or variations on the bill and we are very very close to this legislation. We spent a lot of time to understand what is being proposed and how MAXIMUS is
able to take what we think is going to be new law, new policy and translate that into action for our clients.

Some of the key themes that are inside of this legislation is -- For example one of the concepts is right up front of the bill is this concept of a quick start.

And they strongly encourage quick start programs whereby I believe 50% of the specified funds are spent in a very short period of time, and I think that's earmarked more so for infrastructure matters but a lot
of what we see from a MAXIMUS opportunity is in the area of infrastructure.

While the bill is intended to provide benefits over several years, I think the hope of the leaders is that much of it will be spent very quickly. Our thoughts also are that from a state perspective they need some
of these funds very quickly.

One of the detailed provisions that I think that is very important to our state clients is the increase in what's referred to as the FMAP percentage that will help the states go and plug basically their otherwise
significant budgetary deficits. It won't eliminate all of the state budgetary deficits, but it's going to go a long way to help to manage those such that they can maintain the current coverage levels at the various
states.

The one last thing I would share with you is that when we read this stimulus bill, there's three main areas where there is just a lot of anticipated spend. Certainly health is the number one area and we've
worked really hard to draft that legislation, work on that legislation, stay close to that legislation, but we see that the health is evolving as we expected.
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But what was a pleasant surprise actually is the amount that's pointed towards education. And, there's almost $40 billion in education dollars that are designated, and almost 30 of that we think falls within an
area that we operate, and that's in particular the special needs area. So we are excited about some education opportunities there as well.

George Price - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

Okay. Last question if I could. In terms of the Consulting the legacy ERP contracts, can you just update where we are with those -- how many, when do they finish, that sort of thing -- just to round out the
question that came before.

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

I think that's fine and I think this is in line with what we shared with you in the past. We have four, we really have -- we have three large remaining ERP projects and we watch them very, very closely. The
one that we've been dealing with and this is the second quarter where it's a been a -- we've taken a charge -- is limited to one particular project. And that's the one of the three that is legacy in nature that we
think is the challenged project. Otherwise based on what we know today the others seem to be headed in the right direction and performing satisfactorily.

George Price - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

Great.

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

The net take away is we've eliminated the number of projects dramatically from what they had been in prior years.

George Price - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst

Great. Thanks very much.

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS, Inc. - CEO

Thanks, George.

Operator

Ladies and gentlemen, this concludes today's presentation. A replay of this call will be available to you within two hours. You can access the replay by dialing 877-660-6853 or internationally 201-612-7415
enter account number 316 followed by the replay ID number 311570. Thank you for your participation. You may now disconnect.
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D I S C L A I M E R
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Event Transcripts are based, companies may make projections or other forward-looking statements regarding a variety of items. Such forward-looking statements are based upon current expectations and
involve risks and uncertainties. Actual results may differ materially from those stated in any forward-looking statement based on a number of important factors and risks, which are more specifically identified
in the companies' most recent SEC filings. Although the companies may indicate and believe that the assumptions underlying the forward-looking statements are reasonable, any of the assumptions could
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First Quarter Fiscal 2009 Financial Results Q1 09 EPS of $0.67 Revenue of $180.1 million Top line grew 5% on a constant currency basis – Operations Segment revenue grew 11% on a constant currency basis Compared to same period last year, net income grew 13% to $12.0 million Current economic environment has bolstered the U.S. dollar Ongoing share repurchase program helps neutralize the impact of the strengthening dollar on MMS earnings Clean, solid quarter that was in line with expectations & consensus 2 February 2009



Operations Segment Operations Segment is now 87% of total Company revenue Revenue increased 6% to $156.3 million in Q1 compared to the same period last year and 11% on a constant currency basis Top-line growth fueled by Health and Federal business lines Growth in the domestic business helped balance the currency impacts from our international operations Q1 operating income grew 20% to $21.3 million with a 13.7% operating margin Expected dip in operating income and margin in Q2 Related to project timing, the refresh of a large project, and seasonality of our tax credit business Margin fluctuation due to the transition to a new contract and the associated investment in technology Will return to higher margin levels in Q3 FY 09 Operations margin still expected to trend at the higher end of the Company’s stated range of 10% to 15% driven by a seasonal uptick in the second half of the year, most notably in our tax credit business 3 February 2009



Consulting Segment Consulting represented 13% of total Company revenue Revenue totaled $23.8 million in Q1 09 The Segment had a first quarter loss of $1.5 million due to a $2.5 million project charge due to cost increase on a legacy fixed price contract Beginning in Q2, expect improvement driven from new work including the recently won New York City Department of Education project Delayed start shifted revenue to the right Project expected to provide meaningful revenue and profit that will extend well beyond FY 2009 Will begin booking revenue in the second quarter, at which time we expect to record an additional $5 million in non-recurring, pass-through revenue 4 February 2009



Total Company Margins Q1 09 operating margin of 11% Driven by solid margins in the Operations Segment of 14%, which was tempered by the loss in the Consulting Segment Expect fluctuations quarter to quarter but management still maintains that the business can continue to run at or above a 10% operating margin over the long term 5 February 2009



Balance Sheet In December, MAXIMUS paid approximately $40 million in cash to settle its outstanding arbitration As part of the settlement, MAXIMUS will receive an insurance reimbursement of $13.0 million in the second quarter In Q1 09, MAXIMUS used cash from operating activities related to continuing operations of $21.2 million Normalizing continuing operations cash flow for the $40 million settlement paid result in: Cash flow1 from operations of $18.8 million flow – Free cash flow from continuing operations of $14.7 million DSOs improved to 67 days During the quarter MAXIMUS repurchased 740,490 shares of stock for $23.2 million At December 31, $59.5 million was available under the Board-authorized program Cash at December 31, 2008 totaled $61.5 million and credit line of $24.6 million MAXIMUS maintains strong liquidity and flexibility in this demanding market 1The Company defines free cash flow as cash from operations less purchased property and equipment and capitalized software costs 6 February 2009



Guidance We remain on track to meet expectations MAXIMUS is reasonably insulated given the economic environment Experienced some work delays given states consternation in dealing with fiscal challenges Some revenue pushed to the right Anticipate that fiscal challenges may be offset by some modest benefits that the Obama initiatives could provide in the latter part of FY 09 Expect majority of potential benefits from any new legislation will be longer-term in nature and not expected to have a material impact until FY 2010 and beyond As a result, MAXIMUS is maintaining full year revenue guidance but towards the lower end of its $750 million to $775 million range Reiterating earnings guidance of $3.00 to $3.15 per diluted share Expect Q2 to be slightly down compared to Q1 and the latter half of FY 09 will show increases, with the largest driver being seasonality from our tax credit business Maintaining cash flow guidance with cash from continuing ops of $35 million to $45 million and free cash flow of $15 million to $25 million 7 February 2009



Richard A. Montoni President and Chief Executive Officer First Quarter Fiscal Year 2009 February 5, 2009



MAXIMUS delivered a solid quarter with steady performance and is prepared to handle the opportunities ahead We are well-positioned to benefit from greater demand for our services due to the economic slowdown and new legislation Both the American Recovery Act and the reauthorization of SCHIP encompass many of the benefit programs in which we operate Well-Positioned in Current Economic and Political Climate National Governors Association urged Congress to pass the Stimulus Package Once passed, the new legislation is expected to translate into new, long-term opportunities in the areas of health, workforce services, and education Benefits to MAXIMUS possible in the tail end of FY 09 but materially in FY 10 and beyond 9 February 2009



Legislation includes $32.8 billion in new spending over the next four and a half years Georgetown University Health Policy Institute expects total SCHIP spending of $69 billion Expands eligibility to include families with income up to 300% of the Federal Poverty Level Opportunities from SCHIP Reauthorization Anticipated enrollment will increase from 7 million to 11 million children over the next five years May result in substantial increase in enrollments in programs we currently operate 10 February 2009



Leading Pure-Play Provider in Medicaid Managed Care Twenty-eight states and the District of Columbia presently outsource Medicaid Managed Care of which MAXIMUS runs enrollment in thirteen states with a 67% market share. 11 February 2009 Source: CMS 2007



Leading Pure-Provider in SCHIP Enrollment Twelve states presently outsource SCHIP enrollment of which MAXIMUS runs enrollment in five states with a 69% market share. Approximately 2,000,000 additional children receive SCHIP services through a Medicaid expansion program. 12 February 2009 Source: CMS 2007



Poised to Meet Changing Demand Positioned as market & thought leader in Medicaid & SCHIP managed services Opportunity to further penetrate these markets has never been greater Well-equipped to assist clients in increasing caseloads and improving processing efficiencies to ensure long-term positive outcomes and expand established relationships Consulting Segment to benefit from New York City Dept of Education project Clients look to MAXIMUS for consulting services that complement our current BPO offerings Efforts underway to transition the Consulting business and improve its performance Exploring other opportunities to reposition the portfolio 13 February 2009



New Sales Awards and Pipeline Sales Q1 2008* Q1 2009 Signed Contracts $311M $208M Awarded Unsigned Contracts $264M $135M Pipeline Proposals Pending $160M $582M 14 Proposals Pending Proposals in Preparation $99M $327M RFPs Tracking $717M $761M Total Pipeline $976M $1,670M February 2009 *Restated to reflect divested businesses



MAXIMUS holds a competitive advantage with healthy cash position, available credit line, and no debt $61.5 million in cash at December 31, 2008 Increased quarterly cash dividend by $0.02 to $0.12 per share Healthy Capital Position Remain active under our Board-authorized share repurchase program We will capitalize on our financial position to provide high quality execution and maximize efficiencies to ensure a successful public/private partnership with our clients 15 February 2009


